UNCLASSIFIED
In the general case, we have = 0 otherwise.
where and (pitman, 1948; Sundrum, 1953.) In the null case, when X and Y have the same distribution, p = 1/2; q = r = 1/3; and these formulae become
As the statistic tends to be asymptotically normally distributed, a knowledge of its mean and variance is sufficient to obtain the large sample distribution. However, for medium-sized samples, where the need for distribution-free methods is greatest, it is useful to have the values of its third and fourth moments so as to get a closer approximation to the sampling distribution based, e.g. on the Edgeworth asymptotic expansion derived from the normal distribution. These moments have been obtained for the null case by Mann and whitney (1947) and Haldane and Smith (1948) :
In this paper, general expressions are derived for the third and fourth moments, giving the above results as special cases.
2. Third and Fourth Moments in the General Case.
From (1) 
Term Expectation Number of terms. mn times 4 4 can be written as the sum of m n terms. These terms can be grouped into thirty-three types of terms, involving in addition to (8) the expectation terms:
The classification of these terms, as in the above table, is quite simple and is omitted here. Collecting terms together, we get -6 -2 :3 2 + (9Pr + 6pq + :3r -:3t -6u ..:3p -6p )mn + (4p:3 + :3p2 + P + 6u + 28 + 2t -6pq -6pr -'q -3r)mn (10) 2 242 . 2 2 ' , 2 2 2 4 4(U) = 3(q-p } m n + 6(q-p )(r-p }m n + :3(r-p ) m n The formulae (10) and (11), though they seem complicated, depend only on a few parameters. In the first paper (Sundrum, 1953) Under this condition, the formulae involve only eight parameters.
For evaluating these parameters, it is convenient to express them in terms of the probabilities of certain ordered arrangements of a given number of X's and Y's drawn at random from specified populations.
In the following, we denote by Pr. (XYXY) the probability that when two XI S and two YI S are drawn at random and arranged in ascending order The expressions for r, t, b, x and z may be derived from those for q, s, a, wand y respectively by interchanging X and Y and reversing the order. Substituting these values in (10) and (11), we get (6) and (7), thus providing a check on the algebra. ,000 .333,333 .250,,000 .208,,333 .166,667 .200,000 0.1 .539,,828 .37 4 ,078 .287,723 •245,,560 .199,750 .234,464 0.2 .579,,260 .416,228 .327,876 .285,913 .236,363 .271,920 0.' .617,911 .459,,311 .370,,057 .328,903 .276,243 .312,064 0.4 .655,422 .502,822 .413,791 .374,172 .319,002 .354,,499 0.5 .691,463 .546,245 .458,548 .421,061 .364,141 .398.743 0.6 .7 2 5,7 4 7 .589,064 .503,761 .468,,835 .411,065 .444,245 In the former paper, it is shown how p and q = r may be obtained --mn-' (' --m""": ..l:""'l"""( n-..~l"l"'lH""n""": ...2~)
etc. This however is too tedious a procedure for common use.
